E-MAG Active Calibration and Testing

Academy
Supply Process

Cycling Mode

Mechanical Unlocking (temporary)
For certain activities (e.g. cycling), it may be beneficial to Temporarily unlock the E-MAG Active joint. Mechanical unlocking of the system is indicated by the symbol of a cyclist (switch to 🚴‍♀️).

In order to restore functionality of the E-MAG Active joint, cancelling the unlocking feature is required.
To secure the system once again, the switch is operated again in the opposite direction. The normal position of the joint is indicated by the walking Person (switch to 🚶‍♀️).
Supply Process

Test Setting - Non calibrated function

Test setting

Press and hold the test mode button (T) until the tone/light signal is emitted.

Press and hold the upper button B until the tone/light signal is emitted.

Press and hold the lower button C until the tone/light signal is emitted.

INFORMATION

Auto-calibration requires the battery to be removed and reinserted after the test mode.
Supply Process

Calibration

Calibration procedure

Press and hold the button for auto-calibration mode (A) until the tone/light signal is emitted.

Press and hold the upper button B until the tone/light signal is emitted.

Press and hold the lower button C until the tone/light signal is emitted.
Supply Process

Open for seating; double klick

Locking or shut down the electronic; double klick
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